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Abstract 
The present economic theories have not been able to prove their sustainability over time, which entitles us to propose a new 
approach: a free market, yet regulated by public institutions. At the basis of the free market lie a series of rules, sometimes 
even customs which assure its unperturbed movement. The complete lack of rules is an arbitrariness which leads to disorder 
and chaos. In this economic context, “the invisible hand” seems incapable to regulate itself naturally, because people are not 
always rational in their choices, but more guided by “animal spirits”. The solution that we plead for and that should be 
considered as an efficient management is a social neoinstitutional economy (SNE) which turns the state into an “organizer” of 
the whole system of rules, an independent institution from the governmental power, but still capable of organizing the 
mechanisms of the market as a direct result of the human actions. Personal freedoms become essential for the outcome of the 
progress. We may only overcome the economic crisis if we change our vision upon economy and consider the SNE a 
necessity, not an alternative. 
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1. Introduction 
The theory that we propose has as starting point the disassembling of other theories: (1) the guilt for 
generating the crisis in 2008 belongs to the free market, namely to the “invisible hand”; (2) the wish of 
enrichment is the cause of the crisis; (3) the state’s intervention is the solution for coming out of the crisis. 
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The Austrian School (Menger, Rothbart, Mises, Hayek, Kirzner, De Soto and others) emphasize the 
importance of human action, the perception of the system of purposes and means, as a dynamic process, while the 
neoclassic paradigm (Coase, Friedman, Becker, Samuelson, Stignitz, and others) underline the rationality and the 
importance of the decision of the economic mechanism. As it always happens, the exaggerations are non-
productive. Our research begins from the hypothesis that a historic incursion in the theory and the economic 
reality emphasizes some aspects which could be hardly contradicted: neoliberalism, guilty of serving the crisis, 
through the prefix “neo” sends us to another kind of liberalism, by considering “the original liberalism” too 
radical, and as such the theory of the 40s of some groups of German liberals, followers of the “social market 
economy” would have a meaning, it would be a statement without a theoretic coverage (Rallo, 2011); the 
statements, such as “wild capitalism”, “market fundamentalism”, “liberal economy”, suggest a sideslip from the 
principles of the capitalist market economy and as a logical consequence, some corrections would be necessary; 
the reality does not confirm that the dimension of the public administration (thus the intervention of the state) 
would be reduced; the state keeps a continuous increase of the weight in economy, an example being the statistics 
of the public expenditure. If the greed of the people is the cause of the crisis, we should accept that the crisis has 
increased in the past decades. This growth would be in contrast with the evolution of the human specie, it is hard 
to assume a moral involution of the individuals (nothing confirms that virtue opposed to avarice would have 
regressed, only if we refer to the vices and the errors of the ones who have the power); between individuals and 
collectivity, there are no studies to confirm a rise of the contradictions in the past decades.  
Usually, the individuals “aligned” to some artificial stimuli, which were created due to people’s interest or 
incompetence, by the politicians of some private or governmental institutions (the “unlimited” credit and the low 
rates of the interest are just two examples); the financial institutions (the banks) were not dealt with from the 
perspective of the institution of bankruptcy but on the contrary, they were saved because of the money of the 
contributors and the examples could go on.  
The approach that we propose starts from the premise that the bankruptcy, the loyal competition, the respect 
of the social contract, the liquidity and the solvability in financing and so on, are ingredients of the mechanism of 
the free market, even if in some cases their institutionalizing imply the regulation of some public institutions. In 
the same way as the judiciary functions independently, autonomously, from the legislative power, but based on 
some regulations, the free market must function independently, autonomously, from the state, but based on some 
regulations. There is no free market without rules. Where there are no rules, chaos and disorder appear.  
Otherwise, there is no other field of activity, neither technical nor biologic systems, where these elements or 
rules are absent. But when they are absent, the functioning of the system is disturbed. Statements, such as that 
through regulations the state disturbs the functioning of the free market are true only in the case when they are 
arbitrary. As cases like these are not few, they give meaning to these opinions. But this does not mean that the 
market in its meaning of an entity does not need rules, on the contrary, the lack of rules would be arbitrary. We 
ask ourselves the following question: What would these regulations be? Who should establish them? The answer 
is not hard to give, if we “look” at the way in which the mechanism of the free market functions. Reading things 
about the crisis in a different way than before, we would observe that the market generates rules or elements by 
itself. But it acts post-factum by corrections. A company which is not submitted to the exigencies of competition 
will reduce its activity or can even go bankruptcy. The rule that on the market the relation quality- price is the 
one which “dictates” the transactional relations is implied. This belongs to the market and functions due to the 
individual interest of the actors in the market. But for the functioning of this rule to not be disturbed we need the 
antimonopoly “ingredient”. This rule has appeared as a necessity of the market, not as a wish of “one’s” 
regulation. Here we have an interpretation: if a public institution transforms this rule into a law, does it mean that 
it is an intervention of the state in the mechanism of the free market or just consent of the necessity required by 
the market? From our point of view, the non-regulation of this necessity would be an intervention in the 
functioning of the economic system. We can take the example of a bank which does not estimate the relation 
between its own capital and the loan capital correctly. This bank would have problems with the liquidities and by 
losing the faith of the depositors would get into difficulty. The rule that the relation between the two types of 
capital must be 0/1, or 50/1 results from the game of free market and not from the governmental offices. The 
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latter must assure the institutional conditions so that this necessity would be respected. What happens when the 
institutions which should belong to the market, thus independent from governing, do not obey these regulations? 
The markets will react and will solve the problems through corrections, but with high costs. One of the costs is 
the crisis. In the incipient market economies, these costs were supported by generators, to a great extent. 
Nowadays, due to the systemic risk, these spread continually, in a very fast rhythm in the whole world economy, 
being supported by nations and contributors. In these conditions, we ask ourselves if the major cause of the 2008 
crisis might be the intervention of the state in economy through the deregulations, opposing the people’s opinions 
that a non-intervention of the state or the incapacity of the “invisible hand” could be the causes of the crisis.   
 
2. “The invisible hand” vs. the intervention of the state 
Even theoretically, the exaggerations that only by its valences the “invisible hand” assures the self -
adjustment are debatable. The complexity of the financial markets helped the rise of the externalities to such an 
extent that the failure of a system spreads as a chain to the other systems, even if those did not take any high 
risks. 
 There are several discussions based on this theme (Stiglitz, 2010), Balcerowitz, Adam Smith, Keynes, 
Hayek, Friedman and so on) and we do not intend to develop them again. We only give some specifications here:  
x “The invisible hand” is a part of the chemistry of the system; it is not programmed or controllable. It is a 
regulator generated by the actors in the market, who are understood in their large meaning. The functioning 
of the “invisible hand” is incompatible with the exterior interventions and with the deviations from de la 
natural chemistry of the systems. This means that the action of the “invisible hand” is possible in the 
systems which function naturally. We see in “natural” the lack of some interventions and a rational 
behaviour of the actors of the market. The most perceptible example of the functioning of the “invisible 
hand” is in the case of perfect competition when the price is adjusted according to supply and demand in a 
natural manner. But what happens if in the chemistry of the system disturbances take place, let us say 
through the control of production? In this case the price does not result from the supply and demand because 
the signals which are sent on the market are distorted by the supremacy of the producer. “The invisible 
hand” becomes helpless. To make things function normal again, the institution of antimonopoly is required. 
From here we conclude that in complex systems where the exterior influences and the risk of the system 
have become ubiquitous, moving away from what economy meant in the time of Adam Smith, the action 
“invisible hand” is not sufficient any more, a correlation of it would be necessary, a relation with a system 
of regulations which should preserve the rules of the game. In such a direction, other opinions are oriented 
too. For instance: “The capitalist societies as they are seen correctly by the ancient economic science can be 
extraordinarily creative. The government should interfere less in that creativity. On the other hand, if they 
are left to themselves, the capitalist economies will hunt the excess... there would be mania” (Akerlof, 
Schiller, 2010). The people are human, they have reasonable economic motives but also all sorts of animal 
nature. It is obvious that the supporters of the “invisible hand” ignore the non- economic motivations of the 
people and do not take into account to what extent they are irrational and ignore the “the animal nature”; 
x If we were to believe the fact that selfishness and the “invisible hand” are sufficient as to manage the 
economy and the society, then humanity and morals would become superfluous, namely, the market 
transforms everything- the good and the bad, honesty and theft - in the social welfare. Such a conclusion is 
without logics and uncoated in practice. Reducing the human behaviour to homo economicus, according to 
which human beings are actors who are guided by their own interest, who judge things through the 
achievement of their own subjective targets is a forced simplification. Even Adam Smith in his book “The 
theory of moral sentiments (1759)” wrote: “As selfish as any man might be, obviously there are some 
principles which in their nature make the man be interested in others’ faith and their happiness to be 
necessary for them, even if he does not get anything else, apart from pleasure.“ (Smith, 1853). Starting from 
Smith’s statement, Stiglitz arguments why the economist issuer is so often misunderstood (Stiglitz, 2008). 
This is also achieved by Tomas Sedlacek who states that Smith has appealed to the notion “invisible hand” 
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in three contexts: “as a coordinating factor of the way in which the individual pursues to accomplish his self 
love; as a collective hand of redistribution; as a mystical divine force” (Sedlacek, 2012).  
x The man is not an actor, who is exclusively rational, but he is driven by emotions, he is not an actor 
separated from the society, but on the contrary, he is an undivided part of the society. In man there are two 
tendencies, a rational one, which searches for maximizing things and make things efficient and a wild part, 
like an animal, which is unpredictable. The side which is capable of sympathy and kindness of the human 
nature coexists with the selfish side, the latter guides self love. It is true that self interest is a dynamic 
element of the economy, but we should look at its limits because if we exaggerate the role of the unintended 
good, the selfish butcher creates the social good as a secondary product, a secondary and an unintended 
product. In other words, the “invisible hand” of the market has the capacity to transform selfishness in 
something useful for everyone. We reach a logical and immoral conclusion: the vices of the individuals are 
immediately in general welfare present, which is equivalent with stating that the vices of the individuals 
enter the category of good. We believe that we should be more oriented on the virtuous unreasoning 
tendencies, as David Hume wrote that there is the pulsing of praising some gestures in the human nature “in 
which not even the most subtle imagination ever could discover any appearance of self interest or find any 
connection between the fact that we are happy and serene at present and some stories which such a great 
distance separate us from” (Sedlacek, 2012). 
 
3. The Social neoinstitutional economy (ENS) 
We mention right from the beginning that the ENS does not aim at turning the state into an interference organ 
in the functioning mechanism of the free market, not even according to the Keynesian vision, but only an 
“organizer” of the institution of the rules system, an independent and autonomous institution from the 
governmental power, which together with the other actors of the market should elaborate and implement what we 
earlier called ingredients/ rules. At the same time the present interventions of the state in the economy are 
emergency measures, statist ones, which have nothing in common with the market economy. But without them, 
due to the amplitude and to the possible catastrophic effects, even the existence of the capitalist system is 
threatened. In his controversy with Keynes from the ‘30es, Hayek considered the “Keynesian therapy” for the 
exit from The Great Depression is nothing else but a “slice of bread for today and hunger for tomorrow, because 
every artificial increase of the aggregate demand will badly damage the productive structure, and on long term it 
will turn out to be generating new crises” (Hayek, 1996). If we also add to it what the French economist Frederic 
Bastait said at the beginning of the19th Century, “The government is a big fiction, by which means everybody 
tries with all his strengths to live on the back of all” (Shermer, 2013) and George Bernard Shaw “A government 
that robs Peter to pay Paul can always depend on the support of Paul” (http:// www. Brainyquote.com/ quotes/ 
quotes/ g/ gergebern128084.html) we would support Hayek’s theory, but if we were to pay attention to what 
Hayek himself said “The rule of law offers the criterion which allows us to distinguish between those measures 
that are compatible with the libertarian system and those that are not.” (Hayek, 1998). This would fully invalidate 
the Keynesian theory which we consider an error. In an “unperturbed” free market economy like the present one, 
the intervention of the state as an economic actor is not necessary under any reason. We also disagree with the 
current that considers that only a free market, without any rules, increases the mobility of the labour force, 
allowing the talented ones to climb up the ladder in the economic hierarchy and consequently, reduces the 
inequalities. Not even one of the studies done so far confirms this hypothesis, not even for developed countries 
such as USA or Great Britain. For example, the study that Will Hutton made analyzing the conservatory 
government period in England, concludes that more than half from the people of working age live either on 
welfare, or under permanent stress (Hutton, 1995). 
The Social neoinstitutional economy (SNE), as A Third Way of approaching the crises detached itself from 
the exaggerations of the Austrian School regarding the role of the individualism/ subjectivism, but at the same 
time from the welfare state. The basis of this theory is the relation between the fundamental concepts with whom 
economy and society are dealing.  
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Imperfect knowledge/ unforeseen 
Power 
Vision/ prediction   
The state’s intervention 
“Animal spirits”  
Inequality 
Social purpose 
Non faith/ panic 




SNE, as an institution of the system of rules, can seem surprising but to great extent even in its important 
components (economic and moral), did not appear without the state’s  intervention, but, as Menger shows, the 
founder of the Austrian School as “non intended consequences of the individual action”. (Menger, 1983). The 
process of building SNE is a social one, as a result of the human action, who, in order to reach his own targets 
easier, adopts certain rules of behaviour which will eliminate the social differences.  
SNE considers that free initiative is the engine of progress, giving priority to individual freedom: equality is a 
purpose, but before this there is the individual freedom as means of achieving this target. Freedom and equality 
are not contradictory but what it concerns freedom, no difference can be acceptable “because no inequality in 
freedom can be the advantage of (any advantage) the ones who have little” (Bidet, 1995). The equality / 
inequality must be dealt with from the perspective of the Kantian Imperative: “behave in such a way as to always 
treat the humanity in you, or in somebody else, not as means, but always as a purpose” (Paton, 1972). This means 
that the ones who state that through regulations the state assures social justice are mistaken, because the 
individual rights must not be devised as primordial constraints on collective actions, but as consequences of the 
imperatives of a right social order. Without partaking Rawls’s position entirely, we believe that his thesis appeals 
to a hypothetic “initial position”, where the individuals are understood as rational actors in the situation to choose 
in “the circumstances of justice”, as Hume called them; this can be a stepping stone in future research. When we 
talk about individual freedom, interest, there is a question which Tony Blair and Gerhard Schröder asked 
themselves, when they were Prime Ministers: we want a society which will celebrate successful entrepreneurs in 
the same manner as it does with artists and football players or an egalitarian liberalism? We believe that the 
liberal theories, which are oriented  towards the right and which come close to the Marxist ideology, more 
articulated are the conceptions of social justice of Amartya Sen, John Roemer, Thomas Nager, Ronald Dworkin 
and others. The principle of equality in front of the law must come before the principle of equality by law. The 
relation individual- society must be seen from the perspective of the relation individual purpose - social purpose. 
The actual question is if we define the social purpose by individual interest or if through the good of the society 
as trans- individual entity. We have chosen, with suspicion, for his opinion Marie- Benoit Schwalm, according to 
whom “the common welfare is the good of the society as trans-individual entity, is the purpose to which it tends 
to” (Schwalm, 1937). This is only because of the fact that the common good of the society (clime, air, water, 
liberty, culture) cannot be, most of the times, protected by the selfish interest. The common good is a collective, 
social interest, assured through the conservation of the social order and justice. The common welfare represents 
the good of the society as trans- individual entity but this has to be considered in any moment in a simultaneous 
correlation with the individual good (Nedelcu, Nicu, 2002). The social purpose must be appropriated by 
individuals, an ideal alternative as their purpose “the necessity to live in order exists only when the individual 
realizes that he has a certain interest and defines it too” (Dobrescu (Coord.), 2010). Surely this interpretation 
could be considered idealistic, but from the perspective of reality it proves to be more of a necessity.  
The Social neoinstitutional economy (SNE) desires to be a theory which focuses on the valences of the 
“invisible hand”, the state has the role of “organizer” of the institution. In order to intervene as an actor in 
economy, the state needs resources, that leads to a growth of the taxes. This is the equivalent of a mixture for 
personal interest. To intervene as “facilitator” of the institutionalization of the ingredients/regulations, it only 
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needs governmental competence. We believe that the state is powerful through the “force of organizing the 
institution of the system of rules and not by financial resources”. Certainly, this opinion can seem a utopia if we 
relate to the current intervention of the FED in the American economy and of the BCE in the European economy. 
But also utopic would be for us to disbelieve that the malfunctions which had been previously created by them 
were not the cause of the 2008 crisis to a great extent.   
 
   1. The narrow selfish spirit- 
The material interest of the individual          
 
    2. The selfish spirit in  1. Habitus 
               a broad meaning of the   2. Compassion 
    individual    3. Commitment 
       4. Symbolic Capital (Prestige, honour, vicinity   
5.  The Code of politeness and good manners 
 
  
3. MVS    1. The reciprocal surveillance  
                 2. The rating agencies 
    3. Certifications 
    4. Audit 
       5. Denunciation 
 
 
Concept 4. Social responsibility  1. The corporatist Codes of Conduct 
    2. The Management Standards 
    3. The national public social and ecologic reports 
    4. The Multistake-holder reports 
    5. The social labels 
6. The ecologic labels 
 
5. Institutions for the  
evaluation of the 
voluntary ingredients 
 
6. Normative rules  Financial and fiscal rules in the EU 
 
7. Institutions for the  
evaluation of the normative 
rules 
 
Fig 1. Fundamental concepts of the mechanism of the SNE 
 
4.  Conclusion 
The human being is affected by the passion of enrichment, not only because of avarice but also because of his 
intrinsic nature. Capitalism is, through its nature, free enterprise, without intending to elevate the selfish spirit to 
the status of fundamental principle.  
Leaving the markets without regulations and hoping that the good selfish intentions of the individuals or the 
mutual limitations would bring welfare, is as if one hoped that the human passion would rise to the rank of virtue 
of the social order. The Third Way, which we have proposed, starts from an understanding of the human 
behaviour, as it is with good things and bad things and not from an ideal. 
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The Social neoinstitutional economy (SNE) means a blending of the advantages of the selfish spirit with the 
advantages of the system of rules which limits the excesses of the manifestation of this spirit. To restrict the 
selfish excesses means to leave free initiatives, to build an economy of freedom and human equality.   
History has proven that entrepreneurship and personal interest are the engine of development and of progress. 
We believe that the individual freedom must be limited only to create more freedom. Economy has not “found” 
other stimulus for progress which could replace the individuals’ own interest. In these conditions the Adam 
Smith’s theory of the selfish spirit is as current as the time when it appeared. Only that this theory has suffered in 
time a series of interpretations, some of them even changed its meaning. We propose a SNE having as 
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